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SIBP/SINP ANNUAL ACCOMPLISHMENT  
CY 2008 

 

 
I.  Executive Summary 
 
Despite of the several changes in management, the Project had attained its 
milestones in   partnership with different key players of the Park. 
 
In its pursuit, the Project had commissioned its partner Non Government 
Organization (NGO) in Samar to facilitate the ground working and advocacy 
support in the re-filing of the SINP Bill, enlist individual company in the 
production of IEC materials such as brochures, leaflets and posters including 
the designing and marketing of promotional materials for ecotourism.  
 
Successfully implemented the BMS in the nine monitoring sites located within 
major watersheds with DENR PENRO and CENRO personnel and the community 
participants. 
 
These years milestone was highlighted by continuance of our DepEd partnership 
en route to integration of Biodiversity Conservation to Schools Curricula. This 

we do by the planned training of Teachers who will implement the integration 
process. 
 
Save for PAMB operations, we have attained a delivery rate of 100% or more on 
major undertakings for the year. 
 
II. Highlights of Accomplishments 
 
Output 1.  Adaptive management framework for conservation is established  
                and operational 
    

 Advocacy support and liaison for SINP Bill with LGU’s.   
 
In line with the re-filing of the SINP Bill, the Project had 
commissioned the Samar Island Biodiversity Foundation (SIBF) in the 
conduct of ground working for the advocacy support of all Samar 
Congressmen, Bishops and other Local Government Units (LGU’s). As 

such, they were instrumental in the passage of several resolutions, 
letters and endorsements to the Committee Chairperson of both 
Houses to approve the Samar Island Natural Park Bill. 
 

 Capacity building approach in PA Management 
 

For the year under report, there were four trainings scheduled under 
PAWB activities but were later reprogrammed for next year.   
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However, in line with the capability building efforts of the PASu 
staff, there were six (6)  personnel who had attended the Convention 
on Climate Change held at Tagbilaran City last September 17-19, 
2008.  
 
Three personnel were likewise sent to a training on application of GIS 
to vulnerability assessment of watershed with application and use of 
updated and latest version of manifold, digitizing, map lay out and 

printing. 
  

 Undertake regular biological and social monitoring assessment 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The team composed of PASu, DENR CENRO and PENRO personnel had 
undertaken the monitoring in the following BMS sites as follows: 

 
Table  1. Shows notable findings per watershed and action undertaken.  

BMS Sites Location Activities Undertaken /Notable Findings 

1.  Basey Watershed Sohoton Natural 

Bridge, Basey, 

Samar  

1.  The team saw a group of long tailed macaques.  Observations and 

interviews with communities in the area initially confirm that these mammals 

are frequently seen in  the area.  

    2.  Observation of a 1.0 hectare kaingin within the transect walk but now 

under transition (fallow period). 

    

3.  Timber poaching is still prevalent in this site; products are traded in Basey.   

A report of this finding was coordinated with  CENRO concerned for 

immediate action. 

    
4.  Prevalent rattan gathering for trading in Tacloban City. 

    
5.  Wildlife hunting   for domestic use was also recorded. 

For the year under 
report, conducted bi-annual 
monitoring of the nine 
Biological Monitoring System    
(BMS) sites established in Major 
Watersheds within the SINP. 
This is a strategy adopted by 
the Park to monitor the trend 
and changes of biodiversity to 

include the flora and fauna. 
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2.  Calbiga Caves  Panayuran, 

Calbiga Samar 

No significant changes observed by the team in this site. 

3.  Pambujan 

Watershed 

Cagpanit-an, 

Mondragon N. 

Samar 

Installed informative marker within the two (2) kilometers transect walk.  The 

permanent marker was installed for easier monitoring of transect points.  

Marker designates the spot for photo documentation. 

    Location of the lone specie (Malachico). Sightings of Serpent eagle, Yellow 

vented Bulbul,  Large-billed crows, Yellow-watted Bulbul, Rufous Hornbill, Phil 

Warty pig, Malay Civet, Samar Tarictic Hornbill. 

Made coordination and dialogue with the Project Engineer and the Brgy. 

Captain to exert more effort to spare the species from harm and preserve its 

botanical value. 

4. Taft Watershed San Rafael, Taft, E. 

Samar  

Installed informative marker within the site.  The transect walk stretches to 

two kilometers which is almost straight, traversing through   assorted 

Dipterocarp species  such as yakal, lauan, apitong, tangile, gmelina, falcata 

and mahogany . 

5.  Suribao Watershed Brgy. Benowangan,  

Borongan, E. Samar 

Home of Philippine Eagle, sightings of wild chicken, wild pigs, blue napped 

parrot, monkeys and the Philippine brown deer, Philippine owl and Philippine 

hawk eagle. 

Disturbing reports was the abusive tapping of Pamintaogon tree  for fuel 

wood purposes, rampant rattan gathering and birds nest gathering . 

Latest information gathered was the on going Chromite extraction,  a small 

scale mining with  certain Cesar Bajado acted as the  buyer.  Accordingly, 

Chinese merchant financed the operation. Held coordination with the Brgy. 

LGU’s  for more information and further action.  

6.  Dolores Watershed Brgy. Jicontol , 

Dolores E. Samar 

Sightings of the elusive Philippine eagle, blue napped parrots, wild monkey, 

Philippine hawk eagle and Philippine owl. 

Incidence of timber poaching was documented inside the 2 km. transect 

walk.  Reports on bird’s nest collection at Brgy. Kagausa and accordingly 

marketed at Dolores town proper; Proliferation in rattan gathering  and 

reported cases of wildlife hunting like Parrot, wild pig and wild ducts hunted 

for household consumption. 

Sand and gravel extraction continuous along Jicontol river  sold at P250.00 

toP 300/cu. m 

7. Ulot Watershed Brgy. Tapul, 

Paranas Samar 

Notable observations are the presence of Tarictic , rufous hornbill and 

abundance of pitcher plant 

 Evidence  of timber poaching and slash and burn farming was documented 

in this site. 

8.  Gandara 

Watershed 

Brgy. Napawala, 

San Jose de Buan, 

Samar 

This site boast of various dipterocarp species like almon, mayapis, bagtikan, 

apitong , red lauan, white lauan and dugu-an. Likewise ,the specie of 

Agathis philippinensis thrive in the Central and Northern part of the BMS 

transect line. 

Continuous wildlife hunting had been disclosed during the conduct of 

focused group discussions with the community residents. 
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Undertaken  the necessary  coordination with the town executives for the 

passing of local ordinances to control these destructive and abusive 

activities. 

9. Catubig Watershed Brgy. San Isidro, Las 

Navas, N. Samar 

A place adjacent the famous Pinipisakan Falls is located.  Sightings of 

valuable flora and fauna such as Kalaw, Talusi, Phillipine deer, wild pig, wild 

cat, tarsier and the Philippine warbler. 

Reports disclosed that a huge HCAAP project establishing road network 

using heavy equipments in the construction of Dam adjacent the 

ecotourism area of “ Pinipisakan  Falls” 

 
 

 Data collected and gathered were continuously uploaded in the BMS 
Database for comparative analysis. Results and findings were 

reported during the SINP-PAMB Execom meetings and appropriate 
actions were undertaken. 

 
  Mobilize and strengthen enforcement and forest protection functions 

of community volunteers. 
 
As a strategy in strengthening forest 
protection in the Park and 
soliciting active involvement of 
the Local Government Units and 
the community in the protection 
of their own resources, the Project 
held coordination with the Mun. 
Mayor in Basey, Atty. Wilfredo 
Estorninos in the implementation of 
forest protection involving the POs in Guirang, Mabini and 
Inuntan. 

 
The effort was followed with 
the orientation and lecture 
on Environmental Laws Rules 
and Regulations for 
Prospective Community 
Forest Guards held last 
October 25, 2008 and 
November 14, 2008 attended 
by the Peoples Organizations 
in the Brgys. in Guirang, 
Inuntan and Mabini Basey, 
Samar .  Documentation 
requirements necessary in the deputation of these PO’s as community 
volunteers in forest protection likewise were facilitated. 
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Output 2.  Conservation functions are fully operationalized 
 
 In the strengthening and operationalization of SINP PAMB, the following 
activities were undertaken for the year under report; 
 

 PAMB En banc meeting  

 
The SINP PAMB 
Enbanc with 301 
members held its 
regular meeting last 
November 20, 2008. 
The meeting was 
attended by 170 
PAMB members with 
representatives from 
the different 
barangays within the 
SINP, the Mayors, 
and the Honorable 
Governors in the 
three provinces in Samar, the various Peoples Organization (PO’s), 
the Non-Government Organizations(NGO’s) and other Government 
Agencies (OGA’s).  The meeting resulted in the approval and 

endorsement of twenty six (26) resolutions for the DENR Secretary’s 
affirmation.  

 
 Execom meeting 

 
The SINP-PAMB Execom 
composed of the 21 members 
held three meeting for the 
year under review.  The 1st 
meeting was held last June 20, 
2008, the second was on 
August 7, 2008 and the 3rd last 
October 10, 2008 all in 
Catbalogan, Samar. 
 
The meetings resulted in the 
approval of the following resolutions; 
 

a. Resolution No. 2008-017 Authorizing  the Local Government Units 
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s

of Calbiga, Samar to designate the  Municipal Treasurer to collect 
appropriate Fees and Charges in behalf of the Protected Area 
Management Board (PAMB) 

b. Resolution No. 2008-018, Resolution on the Rates of Fees and 
Charges in GIS Services.   

 
 Provincial PAMB Meetings conducted 

 
The Provincial PAMBs in the three 

provinces in the Island of Samar had 
their respective PAMB meetings.  The 
Provincial PAMB in Northern, Samar 
held meeting last June 30 and October 
22, 2008, the Provincial PAMB in Samar 
held two meetings last June 18  and 
October 8, 2008 while the PAMB in   
Borongan had their meeting last October 15, 2008. 
 
Out of the 12 meetings targeted for the 
year, only 5 meetings were 
accomplished.   
 

 Re-orientation of PAMB members 
 

In providing the PAMB Enbanc members 
the necessary information and updates, 
an orientation on the Manual of 

Approval held during the Enbanc 
meeting last November 20, 2008.  
 
The orientation aimed at providing the elected officials in the last 
2007 National elections on the salient features on the Manual of 
Approval as their bible guide in the rendering decisions necessary in 
Park’s operation. 

 
The orientation was attended by 170 members of the Enbanc with 
representative from the different captains within the SINP, the 
LGU’s, the three Governors in the Island in Samar, the PO’s, the 
NGO’s and other government agencies (OGA’s).   
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 PAMB appointments renewal   
 

The PAMB Enbanc members were 
issued the Certificate of 
Appointments in 2004 and 2005 by 
the DENR Secretary.  For the year 
under report, the project had 
facilitated the documentations 
necessary in the renewal of 

appointments of PAMB Members.   
 
A total of 250 PAMB documentations 
were processed for submission and 
endorsement to PAWB. 
 
 
 

Table 2.  Shows the list of PAMB documentation for endorsement to    PAWB  

Members N. Samar Samar E. 
Samar 

Region Total 

DENR RED    1 1 

Governors 1 1 1  3 

PPDO 1 1 1  3 

PENROs 1 1 1  3 

Rep. of  Mun. Govt. 5 13 15  33 

Rep. of Brgy. Govt 19 105 71  195 

Rep. of NGOs 1 2 3  6 

Rep. of POs 1 2 2  5 

Other Gov.t Agencies    1 1 

Total 29 125 94 2 250 

 
 

 Implementation of SINP’s 10 Years General Mgt. Plan 
 

As a strategy in securing 
commitments from the different LGU 
partners in the implementation of the 
SINP General Mgt. Plan, a series of 
orientations and presentations of the 
GMP were held. 
 
The SINP Ten Year Mgt. Plan was 
presented to the Technical working 
Group for Land Use Planning in 
Lawaan E. Samar last July 5, 2008. 
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Another presentation was held last October 10, 2008, during the 
Provincial PAMB meeting in Samar.  Likewise, last November 20, 
2008, in the Enbanc meeting attended by the different Local 
Government Units, the Governors in the Island of Samar, the SINP 
Ten Years Mgt. Plan was likewise presented. 
 
The same plan was presented in every meeting of the Technical 
Working Group for Forest Land Use Planning in the municipalities in  
Paranas, Gandara and Marabut in Samar; Dolores, Llorente and 

Lawaan, in Eastern Samar. 
 

 Inception meeting and quarterly planning and assessment 
 
Held inception meeting last 
February 29, 2008 at the 
DENR Multi-purpose hall, 
Tacloban City. 
 
On the other hand, 
quarterly assessment were 
likewise held last June 29, 
2008 and December 18, 
2008 

 
 

 Logical framework revision 
The Logical framework of the SIBP was 

revised last July 7, 2008  in a  workshop 
held at Vic Mar Resort and Hotel 
Alejanndro Tacloban City last 
September 12-13, 2008.  The revision 
was made for sustainability, available 
Phase II budget and harmony with the 
SINP General Mgt. Plan. 

 
Output 3.  Community-based framework is 
tested and effective. 
 
 Under this output are updates as follows: 
 

 Sensing and assessment on the status of implementation/adoption of 
Community Outreach Program 
(COP). 

 
Held meeting/orientation for CBFM 

Coordinators on COP 
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implementation of SINP and conducted training on Community-Based 
Project Monitoring and Evaluation (CBPM&E) for COP field teams 
attended by CBFM Coordinators from the DENR CENROs and PENROs 
last August 6, 2008 and October 28-30, 2008 respectively and actual 
conduct of COP sensing and revisiting the COP Barangays was 
implemented immediately and after which the  Community-Based 
Project Monitoring and Evaluation in November 2008 follows in the 
ten (10) COP selected Barangays. 
 

The assessment includes 
evaluation of PO activities as 
follows a.)  Organizational 
health b.) Community 
Development Resource Mgt. 
Plan (CDRMP)/Barangay 
Development Plan (BDP) and 
c.) status of livelihood 
implemented, the partnership 
building as well as 
identification of gaps needing 

immediate resolutions. (Above photo shows the still existing officers 
of Brgy. Imelda COP-P.O. of Silvino Lubos Northern Samar, a pose 
with Forester Charlie Domingo Team Leader of the COP Field Team of 
CENRO Pambujan).  
 
Table 3.  Shows the Selected COP Barangays included in the    
              Assessments 

Province Municipality Barangays 

Northern Samar Silvino Lobos 1.Caghilot 

  2.Imelda 

Samar Matuguinao 3. Mahayag 

  4. Rizal 

  5. Del Rosario 

 Basey 6. Mabini 

Eastern Samar Maydolong 7. Patag 

 Maslog 8. Tugas 

 Dolores 9. Jicontol 

  10.Gap-ang 

 
 

 Reconstructed Seven (7) PACBRMA documents for 
necessary endorsements to Central office for 
approval of the DENR Secretary. 

 
 Continuing Technical Support and Assistance to 

COP recipient Peoples Organization was also 
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provided. Specifically on the re-election of new sets of officers since 
the old existing officers were already elected as Barangay officials 
and some had migrated to other municipalities and/or nearby 
Barangays. Other support were on the review of the CDRM/BDP Plans 
which was conducted simultaneously with the CBP-Monitoring and 
Evaluation, concerns were the issues of doable and implementable 
plans and programs. 

 
 Technical Assistance was likewise 

given to CBFMA holders along the 
Ulot Watershed Area within the 
SINP, more purposely on the 
assessment of the organizational 
status and existing project 
implementation. The federation of 
the Seven (7) P.Os. of Ulot 
Watershed  was reactivated and 
was involved in the activities of 
the SINP-SIBP particularly on roadside planting, construction of eco-
trail and legworks/mobilization during the SINP Central Headquarters 
inauguration. A distinct technical support was the assistance afforded 
to the solution of the problem of the Brgy. Cansolabao P.O. whose 
part of their CBFMA area is being claimed by a private individual 
accordingly with possession of a tax declaration and offering to sell 
parcel he claimed to the P.O. members.  

 
 

Output 4.  Broad-based awareness and conservation values and management 
needs is imparted to forest- edge communities and other key Samareñeo 
stakeholders. 
 

The following are the indicators and reported accomplishments as 
follows; 
 
 Production and dissemination of IEC 

materials on PA Mgt. and  protection 
 

The Project had commissioned the 
Veranco Enterprises in the design and 
production of IEC materials; 

 Produced Leaflets- 500 copies 

 Brochures- 450 sheets 

 Posters- 350 sheets 

 Calendars (2009) 300 sheets 
 

 IEC materials focus on Protected Area 
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     Management and Protection 

 Leaflets- 400 sheets  

 Brochures- 300 sheets 

 Posters- 400 sheets 

 

 Re-designing of SINP Website 
 

In the re-designing of the SINP Web site, the Project had 
commissioned the Bits and Bytes Computer System (BBCS) 
Catbalogan, Samar. 

 
 Re-designing, construction and installation of SINP 

Billboards/Signage’s 
  

 Five (5) different prototype 
designs with textual contents 
of informational signage’s 

 Five (5) different prototype 

designs with textual contents 
of directional signage’s 

 One (1)  prototype design with 

textual contents of SINP 
Billboard and 

 Fabrication and installation of 
one (1) Billboard 

 
 Awareness raising on Biodiversity Conservation for various 

stakeholders 
 

In pursuance of awareness raising on biodiversity conservation to the 
various partners of the Park, last November, the PASu was invited as 
resource person during the Multi-Stakeholder Council meeting, 
Borongan, Eastern Samar and attended 
the Environmental Congress at UP 
Tacloban, City. 

 
 Radio Plugs  

 
Another strategy in biodiversity 
awareness campaign especially to 
reach the hinterland barangays in the 
SINP, held continuous radio plugs airing 
and guesting in the radio station in 
Catbalogan, Calbayog City, Catarman and Borongan.  
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 Capacity building for DepEd 
 
The integration of biodiversity 
conservation to the curricula of public 
schools in Samar Island was formalized by 
virtue of a Memorandum of Agreement 
between the Department of Education 
(DepEd) and the Samar Island Biodiversity 

Project (SIBP) on October 6, 2004. 
 
In pursuance of the signed Memorandum of 
Agreement, a series of writeshop were 
conducted last October 28-31 and 
November 14-17, 2008 involving the 
subject matter experts and curriculum 
planners from the DepEd.  Valuable output 
of the writeshop was the compendium of innovative and interesting 
learning activities that aims to sensitize students about the value of 
Samar Island’s biodiversity resources and their responsibility in 
preserving these for the development and survival for the next 
generation.  
 
 
 

Output 5.  Conservation internalized in sect oral development planning, 
budgeting and activity delivery at the regional, provincial and municipal 

level. 
 

Development mechanisms for integrating PA management in the local 
development planning processes. 

 

 
In an effort to integrate SINP mgt zoning to LGU plans, the Project 
focused its priorities to six (6) municipalities for the year. As such, the 
project gave technical support to the formulation of Forest Land –Use 

Plans in the municipalities of Paranas, Gandara, Lawa-an, Dolores, 
Llorente and  Marabut. 

  
Table 4.  Shows the six priority municipalities w/Project interventions 

Activities Municipalities 

 Paranas Gandara Lawaan Llorente Dolores Marabut 

Primary data 
gathering and 
collection 

March 26, 2008 October 29, 
2008 

July 16, 
2008 

September 
26, 2008 

Septembe
r 1, 2008 

October 27, 
2008 

TWG created March 25, 2008 December 
11, 2008 

May 13, 
2008 

September 
25, 2008 

December 
9-10, 2008 

November 
13-14, 2008 
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& oriented 

Land-use 
planning 
workshop 
conducted 

December 16, 
2008 

December 
11, 2008 

June 17, 
2008 

September 
25, 2008 

December 
9-10, 2008 

November 
13-14, 2008 

Draft FLUP’s 
presentation 

December 16, 
2008 

December 
11, 2008 

October 
14, 2008 

October 16, 
2008 

December 
9-10, 2008 

November 
13-14, 2008 

 
Activities on the Public hearing and presentation of the draft resolutions are 
differed for next year. 
 
Output 6   Barriers to Wild Resources are removed through Demonstration   

Activities. 
 

 Retooling of sustainable livelihood framework to show its 
compatibility to biodiversity conservation. 

 
The Project had commissioned 
an individual company to 
conduct review and assessment 
of livelihood framework in Phase 

I. The assessment is on going 
and the final report submission 
in January 2009. 
 
 

 Partnership Development for Ecotourism 
 

MOA developed and approved  
 
Accomplishments included in 
the MOA signed between the 
SINP and LGU Calbiga in the 
Management of Calbiga Caves.  
In relation to the signed MOA, a 
resolution No. 2008-017 of the 
PAMB Execom, authorizing the 
LGU Calbiga to issue park permit and 
collect entrance fees and charges within their jurisdiction. 

 
Another MOA of similar kind was drafted by SIBP and LGU lawaan, 
E. Samar in the proposed co-management of Amandaraga Falls. 
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Technical assistance in proposal preparation: 
 
Provided assistance in the preparation of the following proposals  
as follows: 
 

I.   Proposal in the Establishment of Elevated Forest Trail and 
View Deck.  The budgetary requirements of 2 Million with 
the PO of KAPPAS as the Proponent. The same proposal 
presented to the Economic Development Council (EDC) at 

NEDA Region 8, last August 1, 2008.  The presentation 
gained unanimous approval from the committee and same 
was endorsed to RDC. 

 
2. The Project submitted to DENR Region 8, a proposal for 

funding in line with the Two (2) Billion Upland Development 
fund of the DENR.  The proposal aimed at rehabilitating the 
areas within SINP zoned for restoration, particularly those 
issued with CBFMA. 

 
3. Proposal in the Assessment of Amandaraga Falls for 

Ecotourism 
 

 Social preparation for livelihood development and ecotourism 
services.  

 
In partnership with the Dept. of Tourism R-8 and LGU Calbiga, 
held inspection of thirty (29) home operator’s in Calbiga  held last 

December 2-5, 2008 in compliance with the DOT requirements for 
accreditation of Home stay Services in support to SINP ecotourism 
endeavor. 
 
A training program was designed in partnership with the Dept of 
Tourism, LGU Calbiga and SIBP and participated by the identified 
home stay operators.  Counter parting and sharing of resources in 
the conduct of the activity was encouraged.  
 
An effort in ecotourism development 
to augment income of the community 
in line with ecotourism development 
in Calbiga, a  trainings on handicraft 
or souvenir items was held last June 
2-6, 2008. 
 
The spirit in counterparting and cost 
sharing  of the different key players  

like the LGU of Calbiga, the National 
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Abaca Research Center , the Visayas State University (VSU), 
TESDA, the PO and the SIBP made the endeavor a success. The 
training was successfully participated by 32 members of PAFUPA 
and CAFASS. 
 

 Marketing and promotional for ecotourism in SINP 
 

 Promotional materials produced 
 

Had developed and produced promotional and marketing 
communications media designs of brochures, signage’s, 
leaflets and stickers to promote ecotourism products in the 
SINP.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Code of conduct developed and installed in Langun-

Gobingob cave with the couterpart fund support of LGU 
Calbiga. 

 
The Code of Conduct for Sohoton Natural Bridge National 
Park and Pangpang Falls. 
 

 The Campo Uno Eco-trail with a length of 215 meters was 
completed and established at SINP, Tenani, Paranas, and 
Samar.  The trail serves as the jump-off point leading to 
the location of the proposed elevated forest trail and view 
deck project. 
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Output 7.  Mechanism to finance recurrent activities is in place. 
 

 Resource mobilization for SINP sustainability  

 
Consistent to DENR Special Order No. 2007-183, the SINP PASu 

personnel in coordination with the DENR PENRO and CENRO Personnel 
conducted inventories of facilities/amenities and other resource users 

within the SINP. Inventory lists  hereto attached as Annex ______  
 

 Area verification 
 

 Operationalization of SINP Sub-IPAF Account 
 

 Consistent to the Project’s strategy in sustaining operations of the Park,    
Initial activities were undertaken to beef up the SINP sub-fund account.    
Among these activities are:   

 
1. Marketing of GIS data to Local Government Units for the preparation of 
their Comprehensive Land Use Plans, mapping, etc.  

 
2. Establishment of SINP 
Headquarters as a Visitor 
Center/Information Center 

 
The Project had contracted an artist 
to draw up the design for the visitor 
center, which includes redesigning 
the interiors of the center as well as 
landscaping and concreting of the 
access road to and around the 
headquarters 

 

Project Management 
 
 The Project Management was 

highlighted by four (4) major 
activities; 
 

 The two (2) Spot Checks 
conducted by UNDP last July 29 

and October 21-23, 2008. 
 
 
 
 

 Inauguration of the PA Central Headquarters was finally held last 
December 12, 2008 followed by the 1st Project Board meeting in the 
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afternoon.  The affair was spearheaded by USEC Manuel D. Gerochi, 
PAWB Director, Mundita Lim and UNDP dignitaries. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 For the year ending report, the 
Project experienced several 
turnovers in terms of Project 
Management.  The leave of 
absence of Dir. Ragub on March 
29, 2008 due to a rare disease 
“Guillane Barre Syndrome”, 
enable the Project to be handled 
by PENRO George Guillermo and 
then by OIC, RTD Ricardo T. 
Tomol until the recovery and 
return of Dir. Ragub last August 
20, 2008. 

 
 CBD Attendance 

 
Our country being a 
signatory to the 
Convention on Biological 
Diversity (CBD) held a 
Regional Workshop in 
Mactan, Cebu for the 
preparation of the 4th 
report. An opportunity for 
the Project to share and 
integrate its experience in 

the draft report. 

 

 
 Financial Management 
 
For the year under report, the Project made to utilized 97% of its 
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budget. 
 

Outputs Revised Actual % Percentage 

 Allotment Disbursement Utilization 

1           642,142.86                 722,880.00  113% 

2       1,373,392.86              1,332,299.85  97% 

3           678,142.86                 521,706.00  77% 

4       1,270,642.86              1,171,851.95  92% 

5           494,392.86                 545,396.50  109% 

6           579,892.84                 658,907.83  114% 

7       2,360,000.00              1,653,212.50  70% 

Proj. Mgt.           957,142.86              1,443,123.09  151% 

Total        8,355,750.00               8,049,377.72  97% 

 
 
 

III. Issues  

 
A. Legislation of SINP 
 
B. Sustainability of the PA Staff vis Rationalization Plan. 

 
IV. Recommendations 

 
A. Re-filing of the SINP Bill with the 14th Congress. 
 
B. Strong support of DENR Top Management in the proper staffing 

pattern for the SINP 
 
 
Prepared by: 
 
 
 ZENAIDA R. BAISA 
     Chief PAP’s 

   
  

    Attested by: 
 
 
     DIR. MANOLITO D. RAGUB, CESO VI 
      Project Manager/PASu 


